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Submission guidelines:
Submit your code in a python file named as your name.py and write your name
in the first line inside the file as: # your name. Make sure your code is running,
well formatted and commented properly, then submit it for correction by email

to philipp@informatik.uni-freiburg.de.

Exercise 1: Variable inputs in Python (home; 5 points)
You are given N numbers from the stdin. Store them in a list and find the second largest number.
Input Format: The first line contains N . The following N lines contain individual integers
n1, . . . , nN ∈ N.
Constraints: 2 ≤ N ≤ 100, −100 ≤ ni ≤ 100
Output Format: Output the value of the second largest number.
Sample Input:
5
2
3
6
6
5

Sample Output:
5

Exercise 2: Processing in Python (home; 5 points)
Given the names and grades for each student in a Physics class of N students, store them in a
nested list and print the name(s) of any student(s) having the second lowest grade. If there are
multiple students with the same grade, order their names alphabetically and print each name on
a new line
Input Format: The first line contains an integer, N , the number of students. The 2N subsequent
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lines describe each student over lines; the first line contains a student’s name, and the second line
contains their grade.
Constraints: 2 ≤ N ≤ 5
Output Format: Print the name(s) of any student(s) having the second lowest grade in Physics;
if there are multiple students, order their names alphabetically and print each one on a new line.
Sample Input:
3
Harry
37.21
Berry
37.21
Tina
37.2

Sample Output:
Berry
Harry
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